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Abstract
Across three experiments, this study investigated the visual processing of moving stereoscopic plaid patterns (plaids created with
cyclopean components defined by moving binocular disparity embedded in a dynamic random-dot stereogram). Results showed
that adaptation to a moving stereoscopic plaid or its components affected the perceived coherence of a luminance test plaid, and
vice versa. Cross-domain adaptation suggests that stereoscopic and luminance motion signals feed into a common pattern–motion
mechanism, consistent with the idea that stereoscopic motion signals are computed early in the motion processing stream. © 2000
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The movement of stimulus boundaries defined by
differences in binocular disparity, called stereoscopic
motion, provides one source of information to the mo-
tion system. Stereoscopic motion would arise, for exam-
ple, when an observer with binocular vision views a
moving target positioned in front of a stationary back-
ground. The moving boundary created by the difference
in depth between target and background would provide
moving disparity information to the visual system.
Stereoscopic motion processing is interesting because
the motion is processed subsequent to the disparity at
binocular-integration, or cyclopean (Julesz, 1971), levels
of vision.
A controversy exists as to whether stereoscopic mo-
tion is processed by a true motion-sensing system or by
an attentional position-tracking mechanism. Sugges-
tions for the latter come from studies that have failed to
find evidence for the former. Failures to find evidence
for a stereoscopic motion-sensing system include studies
reporting that adaptation to stereoscopic motion in-
duced only weak or non-existent motion aftereffects
(Papert, 1964; Anstis & Rogers, 1975, as cited in Anstis,
1980; Zeevi & Geri, 1985; Cavanagh, 1995). Further-
more, Chang (1990) found that stereoscopic motion
appeared weak and was dominated by luminance mo-
tion in a random-dot motion-competition display. Lu
and Sperling (1995) revealed that direction discrimina-
tion of stereoscopic motion was poor in the absence of
trackable features. Harris and Watamaniuk (1996) re-
ported that speed discrimination of stereoscopic motion
was poor. Finally, Cavanagh (1995) found that the
direction of stereoscopic motion became ambiguous
when attention was shifted away from the stereoscopic
motion. The lack of motion adaptation and poor dis-
crimination of direction and speed, especially in the
absence of trackable features or attentional resources,
suggested to these authors that there was no stereo-
scopic motion-sensing system, and that stereoscopic
motion processing was based on position tracking.
In the past, failure to find evidence for stereoscopic
motion sensing was likely due, in large part, to the use
of inappropriate stimulus parameters. For example,
failure to find a reliable stereoscopic motion aftereffect
(Papert, 1964; Anstis & Rogers, 1975, as cited in Anstis,
1980; Zeevi & Geri, 1985; Cavanagh, 1995) was likely
due to adaptation durations that were too brief. Patter-
son, Bowd, Phinney, Pohndorf, Barton-Howard and
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Angilletta (1994) (see also Bowd, Rose, Phinney &
Patterson, 1996) showed that adaptation durations
greater than 30 s were needed to induce a reliable
stereoscopic motion aftereffect. Furthermore, Chang’s
(1990) failure to find strong perception of stereoscopic
motion when placed in conflict with luminance motion
was likely due to her use of certain stimulus parameters,
such as a small spatial displacement of her luminance
dots. Ito (1997) reported that stereoscopic motion was
perceived strongly in a motion display similar to
Chang’s when other stimulus parameters were em-
ployed. Lu and Sperling’s (1995) failure to find good
direction discrimination of stereoscopic motion in the
absence of trackable features was likely due to the use
of an exposure duration that was too brief. Carney
(1997) found that direction discrimination of stereo-
scopic motion was good for a Lu and Sperling display
presented with a long exposure duration. Harris and
Watamaniuk’s (1996) failure to find good speed dis-
crimination of stereoscopic motion was likely due to the
use of a cyclopean stimulus that was too small. Kohly
and Regan (1999) found that speed discrimination of
stereoscopic motion was as good as that of luminance
motion when a stimulus larger than the one employed
by Harris and Wataminiuk was used. Finally, Ca-
vanagh’s (1995) failure to find good direction discrimi-
nation of stereoscopic motion under shifted-attention
conditions may have been due to eye movements. The
eye movements may have placed the stereoscopic mo-
tion in the peripheral visual field, thereby degrading
stereoscopic motion processing.
Other studies have provided evidence that stereo-
scopic motion is likely to be computed by an early
motion-sensing system. For example, a number of stud-
ies (Patterson, Ricker, McGary & Rose, 1992; Johns,
Rogers & Eagle, 1996; Portfors-Yeomans & Regan,
1996; Donnelly, Bowd & Patterson, 1997; Patterson,
Donnelly, Phinney, Nawrot, Whiting & Eyle, 1997;
Portfors & Regan, 1997; Kohly & Regan, 1999) found
that the direction and speed of stereoscopic motion was
discriminated in complex motion displays that con-
trolled for position information. Furthermore, Smith
and Scott-Samuel (1998) showed that stereoscopic mo-
tion was perceived in the direction of cyclopean motion
energy, and not in the direction of trackable features,
when a stereoscopic pseudo-squarewave was laterally
displaced. Similarly, Ito (1999) reported that reversed
phi motion was perceived in a stereoscopic apparent
motion display when the polarity of the disparity con-
trast of the cyclopean elements was reversed (i.e. near
depth changed to far depth and vice versa). These
studies eliminated position tracking as a necessary
mechanism of stereoscopic motion processing and re-
vealed the operation of a stereoscopic motion-sensing
system.
As other examples of evidence for stereoscopic mo-
tion sensing, consider that Patterson and Becker (1996)
and Phinney, Bowd and Patterson (1997) found that
adaptation to stereoscopic motion (using an adaptation
duration greater than 30 s) induced direction-selective
motion aftereffects. Moreover, Shorter, Bowd, Don-
nelly and Patterson (1999) showed that such adaptation
also induced (cyclopean) spatial frequency-selective mo-
tion aftereffects. These studies suggested that stereo-
scopic motion was computed by mechanisms tuned for
direction and cyclopean spatial frequency. Finally, Pat-
terson, Bowd and Donnelly (1998) found that the bar-
berpole illusion was perceived with a stereoscopic
motion display, which suggested that stereoscopic mo-
tion signals were used in the representation of moving
two-dimensional surfaces.
Together, these results suggest that stereoscopic mo-
tion is computed by low-level mechanisms that function
like motion sensors (for a review of the literature
supporting this idea, see Patterson, 1999). This, in turn,
suggests that stereoscopic motion signals are computed
early enough in the motion stream so as to feed into the
same mechanisms that compute the motion of moving
two-dimensional patterns or surfaces from luminance
and texture motion signals. The present study tested
this idea by investigating the visual processing of plaid
motion using stereoscopic (cyclopean) stimuli moving
in the X:Y plane (i.e. dynamic change in the lateral
direction of a disparity profile without a change in the
mean disparity).
Plaid motion is one way of simulating moving two-
dimensional patterns in the laboratory. Plaid motion is
created by crossing and superimposing two moving
gratings, called components (Adelson & Movshon,
1982). The moving two-dimensional pattern composed
of the two components may be seen as a single coher-
ently-moving plaid, or as two moving gratings sliding
across one another. When coherence is perceived, it is
thought that the visual system has integrated the mo-
tion signals from the two components in its computa-
tion of a moving two-dimensional surface. When sliding
is perceived, the visual system has failed to integrate the
motion signals from the two components (the latter
have been computed as coming from different surfaces).
Movshon, Adelson, Gizzi, and Newsome (1985) (see
also Movshon & Newsome, 1996) proposed a two-stage
model of plaid–motion processing. The first stage com-
puted the motion of each of the components, while the
second stage integrated these signals and computed the
motion of the two-dimensional plaid pattern (if condi-
tions existed for integration; otherwise, component sig-
nals were processed separately at the second stage).
These authors provided electrophysiological evidence
for this two-stage model. When presented with moving
plaids, all cells tested in area V1 of monkeys showed
selectivity for the direction of the components, and
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none showed selectivity for the direction of the plaid.
These cells corresponded to stage 1 of the model.
However, in area MT, 40% of cells tested showed
selectivity for the direction of the components, while
33% of cells showed selectivity for the direction of the
plaid. These component–motion cells and pattern–mo-
tion cells (which inhibited one another) corresponded to
stage 2 of the model.
If plaid motion processing occurs in two stages, the
stages should be dissociable via adaptation. Accord-
ingly, several authors (Movshon et al., 1985; von
Grunau & Dube, 1993; Burke, Alais & Wenderoth,
1994) investigated the effects of motion adaptation on
plaid coherence and the implications of such effects for
a two-stage model. These studies found that prior
adaptation to a moving plaid decreased the perceived
coherence of a test plaid. This result occurred possibly
because such adaptation operated at the second stage of
processing to decrease the sensitivity of the pattern–
motion mechanisms which, in turn, disinhibited the
component–motion mechanisms at that stage. These
studies also found that prior adaptation to the individ-
ual components of a moving plaid (by alternating them
over time) increased the coherence of a test plaid. This
result occurred possibly because such adaptation oper-
ated at the second stage of processing to decrease
sensitivity of the component–motion mechanisms,
which disinhibited the pattern–motion mechanisms (see
Movshon et al., 1985; von Grunau & Dube, 1993;
Burke et al., 1994).
The present study adopted this plaid–motion adapta-
tion paradigm to investigate whether stereoscopic mo-
tion signals are computed early enough to feed into the
same pattern–motion mechanisms as luminance motion
signals. To do so, we determined whether adaptation to
a moving stereoscopic plaid, or its components, would
affect the perceived coherence of a luminance test plaid,
and vice versa. The existence of cross-domain adapta-
tion between the stereoscopic and luminance domains
would show that stereoscopic and luminance motion
signals feed into a common pattern–motion substrate.
2. General methods
2.1. Obser6ers
Five observers served in all experiments, three of
whom were naive with respect to the purpose of the
study. All observers had normal or corrected-to-normal
visual acuity (determined by testing with a Bausch and
Lomb Ortho-Rater) and good binocular vision (deter-
mined by testing with static and dynamic random-dot
stereograms; Julesz, 1971).
2.2. Stimuli
Type I plaids were created by crossing and superim-
posing two moving square-wave grating patterns (com-
ponents) defined by differences in binocular disparity or
luminance. The direction of motion of the plaid (resul-
tant) was either 0° (rightward) or 180° (leftward). The
spatial frequency of the component gratings was 0.48
cyc:deg, temporal frequency was 1.54 cyc:s, and speed
was 3.20°:s.
The stereoscopic gratings appeared as square-waves
modulated in depth (alternating half-cycles in different
depth planes). Half of the bars of the stereoscopic
gratings were presented with a binocular disparity of
5.7 arcmin (crossed from the display screen), and the
remaining bars were presented with zero disparity (av-
erage disparity of the gratings2.85 arcmin). The dis-
parity of the plaid intersections equaled the disparity of
the bars of the gratings.
The luminance gratings were composed of completely
black regions alternating with regions of dynamic red-
pixel noise (red pixels on a black background). Hence,
the luminance gratings were defined by differences in
luminance, color and texture that appeared in one
depth plane. Mean luminance of the black regions was
0.04 cd:m2, mean luminance of the red regions was 6.50
cd:m2. The luminance of the plaid intersections equaled
the luminance of the bars of the gratings1.
The stimuli were viewed through a 10.0°-diameter
circular aperture. To stabilize fixation, a fixation point
(small black dot) was located on the surface of the
display screen (i.e. in the plane of the background dots
of the stereogram) and positioned in the middle of the
display. The observers were instructed to fixate the dot
before beginning each trial and to maintain fixation of
the dot during each trial.
1 We did not employ sine-wave disparity gratings because we could
not generate them with our equipment. Other studies on luminance
plaid motion (Stoner, Albright & Ramachandran, 1990; Burke &
Wenderoth, 1993) have also used square-wave gratings. We did not
add our gratings as in the original Adelson and Movshon (1982) and
Movshon et al. (1985) studies because to do so in the disparity
domain would mean that the stereoscopic plaids would have their
intersections at twice the disparity and depth as the bars of the
disparity gratings. Depth separation between intersections and bars
would produce a very unusual stimulus. Other studies on luminance
plaid motion have also combined components in ways other than
simple addition (Victor & Conte, 1992; Alais, Wenderoth & Burke,
1994). Our method of combining disparity gratings may have pro-
duced three sources of 1-D motion information: one source from each
component and one source from the plaid’s intersections. Thus, when
adapting to our plaids, observers may have adapted to three direc-
tions of motion at the first stage of the two-stage model, rather than
adapted to just two directions of motion. This, however, would not
alter any of our conclusions regarding the effects of cross-domain
adaptation on plaid coherence. In order for our luminance plaids to
be comparable to our stereoscopic plaids, we combined our lumi-
nance gratings in the same way as our disparity gratings.
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2.3. Apparatus
Stereoscopic stimuli were created using a dynamic
random-dot stereogram generation system (Shetty,
Brodersen & Fox, 1979). The display device was a 19-in
Barco Chromatics color monitor (model ICD 451B;
refresh rate60 cyc:s; dot size5.7 arcmin) viewed
from a distance of 150 cm. The stereogram generator
controlled the red and green guns of the Barco monitor,
which produced red and green random-dot matrices
(approx. 5000 dots per matrix; 50% density) on the
display monitor. Observers wore glasses containing red
and green filters that segregated the red and green dots
to separate eyes. Mean luminance of the red and green
half-images as measured through their respective filters
was 3–4 cd:m2.
To create disparity, a subset of red dots in one eye’s
view was shifted laterally by an integer multiple of dot
size, while corresponding green dots in the other eye’s
view were left unshifted. The gap created by shifting the
red dots was filled randomly with uncorrelated red dots
of the same density and brightness so that no monocu-
lar cues were visible (see below). The observer perceived
the shifted subset of dots as a stereoscopic form (e.g.
plaid) standing out in depth in front of the background
dots.
Two black and white video cameras scanned moving
black and white square-wave gratings displayed on a
14%% computer monitor. Signals from the two cameras
were processed by the stereogram generator to deter-
mine where disparity was inserted in the stereogram.
The moving gratings scanned by the cameras were
created from custom software written in Pascal and run
on an accelerated Macintosh IIci computer. The scan
rate of the computer monitor was synchronized with
that of the cameras and with that of the stereogram
generator via a RasterOps video card.
To rule out monocular cues, we performed control
trials in which three observers wore either red or green
filters over both eyes and made forced-choice direction
discrimination judgments of moving stereoscopic grat-
ings or plaids. The observers never saw the gratings or
plaids and they performed at chance level, indicating
that monocular cues were not visible in our stereoscopic
display.
In luminance mode, the stereogram generator created
the luminance gratings for viewing on the display
monitor.
2.4. General procedure
On each trial, the observer viewed a moving stereo-
scopic or luminance plaid and judged whether it ap-
peared coherent or sliding. For the most part, the
percept of coherence or sliding was stable for the
duration of each trial; for trials involving changes in
percept, the observer was instructed to base his:her
judgment on the most dominant percept for that trial.
The direction of plaid motion (rightward or leftward)
was determined randomly for each trial. Trial duration
was 3 s. On some trials, observers adapted to moving
gratings or to a moving plaid prior to making the
coherence judgement. In each experiment, 40 trials were
collected under each condition for each observer, with
the order of stimulus presentation determined randomly
for each observer.
3. Experiment 1
This experiment investigated the effect of angular
separation between component motion directions on
the perceived coherence of stereoscopic and luminance
plaids. The direction of motion of the two components
of the plaids were separated by either 60, 80, 100,120,
140, or 160°. Intertrial interval was 4 s.
3.1. Results
Fig. 1 shows percentage coherent plaid motion for
different angular separations between component mo-
tion directions, for the stereoscopic and luminance
plaids, averaged across five observers. The figure shows
that perceived coherence of the stereoscopic plaids was
high with small angular separations, and coherence
decreased with increases in angular separation. A simi-
Fig. 1. Post:pre-adaptation coherence ratios for the four conditions of
Experiment 2. These ratios are computed by dividing post-adaptation
coherence levels (expressed as a percentage) by pre-adaptation coher-
ence levels (also expressed as a percentage) from Experiment 1. These
ratios represent the proportional change in percentage coherence
resulting from adaptation. The horizontal line indicates the value
expected (i.e. a ratio of 1.00) if there is no adaptation effect. From left
to right, the conditions shown on the absissa are: stereo–component
adapt:stereo–plaid test, luminance–component adapt:luminance–
plaid test, stereo–plaid adapt:stereo–plaid test, and luminance–plaid
adapt:luminance–plaid test. Each data point represents an average of
five observers. Error bars91 SEM.
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lar but more shallow trend occurred with the luminance
plaids.
These data were analyzed by an analysis of variance
(ANOVA). The analysis showed that there was a signifi-
cant effect of angular separation, F(5, 20)92.5, PB
0.001, a significant effect of stimulus type,
F(1, 4)314.0, PB0.001, and a significant interaction
between the two factors, F(5, 20)13.0, PB0.001.
This experiment shows that the perceived coherence
of stereoscopic plaids was affected by component angu-
lar separation in qualitatively the same way as the
perceived coherence of luminance plaids (Movshon et
al., 1985).
4. Experiment 2
This experiment examined the effects of adapting to a
stereoscopic plaid, or its components, on the perceived
coherence of a stereoscopic test plaid; and the effects of
adapting to a luminance plaid, or its components, on
the perceived coherence of a luminance test plaid. For
the plaid–adapt condition, the observer first adapted to
a moving plaid for 2 min, viewed the moving test plaid
for 3 s, then repeated a top-up adaptation:test sequence
across the remaining nine trials for a given block of ten
trials. Top-up adaptation duration was 20 s. For the
alternating component–adapt condition, the observer
first adapted to the moving components for 4 min (2
min for each component, components alternating every
10 s), viewed the test plaid for 3 s, then repeated a
similar top-up adaptation:test sequence. Top-up adap-
tation duration was 40 s (20 s each component, compo-
nents alternating every 10 s).
The angular separation between the directions of the
components of the plaids was determined by the results
of Experiment 1. For adaptation plaids, the angular
separation was set at a value that resulted in perceived
coherence of about 100% for all observers. This ensured
that each observer was adapting to a coherent plaid and
not to sliding components. For test plaids, the angular
separation was set at a value that resulted in perceived
coherence of about 50% for all observers. This allowed
adaptation to either increase or decrease the coherence
of the test plaids from baseline without floor or ceiling
effects. Accordingly, the angular separation between the
directions of the components of the stereoscopic and
luminance adaptation plaids was 60 and 100°, respec-
tively; the angular separation between the directions of
the components of the stereoscopic and luminance test
plaids was 120 and 160°, respectively.
4.1. Results
To express the change in percentage coherence in-
duced by adaptation, post:pre-adaptation coherence ra-
Fig. 2. Post:pre-adaptation coherence ratios for the four conditions of
Experiment 2. These ratios are computed by dividing post-adaptation
coherence levels (expressed as a percentage) by pre-adaptation coher-
ence levels (also expressed as a percentage) from Experiment 1. These
ratios represent the proportional change in percentage coherence
resulting from adaptation. The horizontal line indicates the value
expected (i.e. a ratio of 1.00) if there is no adaptation effect. From
left to right, the conditions shown on the absissa are: stereo–compo-
nent adapt:stereo–plaid test, luminance–component adapt:lumi-
nance–plaid test, stereo–plaid adapt:stereo–plaid test, and
luminance–plaid adapt:luminance–plaid test. Each data point repre-
sents an average of five observers. Error bars91 SEM.
tios were calculated for each observer under each
condition by dividing the post-adaptation coherence
level (expressed as a percentage) obtained from this
experiment by the pre-adaptation coherence level (also
expressed as a percentage) obtained from Experiment 1.
The resulting ratios represented the proportional change
in percentage coherence resulting from adaptation.
Fig. 2 shows the post:pre-adaptation coherence ratios
for the four experimental conditions, averaged across
the five observers. The figure reveals that adapting to
stereoscopic component motion increased the coherence
of the stereoscopic test plaid by a factor of nearly 2 (first
bar of the histogram from the left), whereas adapting to
stereoscopic plaid motion decreased the coherence of
the stereoscopic test plaid by a factor of more than 1:2
(third bar of the histogram from the left). A similar
trend was found for the luminance stimuli (second and
fourth bars of the histogram from the left).
Post-adaptation coherence scores obtained from this
experiment were combined with baseline coherence
scores obtained from Experiment 1 (which created three
levels of type of adaptation: component adapt, plaid
adapt, and no adapt baseline), and the scores were
analyzed by an ANOVA. This analysis revealed that
there was a significant effect of type of adaptation,
F(2, 8)93.4, PB0.001, but no significant effect of
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type of stimulus (stereoscopic versus luminance),
F(1, 4)0.82, P\0.05, and no interaction between
type of adaptation and type of stimulus, F(2, 8)0.26,
P\0.05. Pairwise comparisons showed that all experi-
mental conditions were significantly different from their
relevant baselines (all PB0.01).
This experiment shows that the effects of prior adap-
tation on perceived coherence were the same for the
stereoscopic and luminance plaids.
5. Experiment 3
This experiment investigated the effects of adapting
to a stereoscopic plaid, or its components, on the
perceived coherence of a luminance test plaid, and vice
versa. The duration of adaptation, top-up, and test
phase of each block of trials, and the angular separa-
tion between the directions of the components of the
adapt and test plaids, were the same as in
Experiment 2.
5.1. Results
Fig. 3 shows the post:pre-adaptation coherence ratios
for the four experimental conditions, averaged across
the five observers. The figure shows that adapting to
stereoscopic component motion increased the coherence
of the luminance test plaid by a factor of 2 (second bar
of the histogram from the left), similar to the effect of
adapting to luminance component motion and testing
with the stereoscopic test plaid (first bar of the his-
togram from the left). Adapting to luminance plaid
motion decreased the coherence of the stereoscopic test
plaid by a factor of 1:2 (third bar of the histogram
from the left), whereas adapting to stereoscopic plaid
motion increased the coherence of the luminance test
plaid by a factor of 1:4 (fourth bar of the histogram
from the left).
Post-adaptation coherence scores obtained from this
experiment were combined with baseline coherence
scores obtained from Experiment 1 (which again cre-
ated three levels of type of adaptation: component
adapt, plaid adapt, and no adapt baseline), and the
scores were analyzed by an ANOVA. This analysis
showed that there was a significant effect of type of
adaptation, F(2, 8)41.60, PB0.001, no significant
effect of type of stimulus (stereo adapt:luminance test
or luminance adapt:stereo test), F(1, 4)0.81, P\
0.05, and a significant interaction between type of
adaptation and type of stimulus, F(2, 8)20.41, PB
0.01. Pair-wise comparisons showed that all experimen-
tal conditions were significantly different from their
relevant baselines (all PB0.01).
This experiment shows that the effects of prior adap-
tation on the perceived coherence of plaids transferred
between the stereoscopic and luminance domains.
6. General discussion
The principal results of this study reveal that adapta-
tion to a moving stereoscopic plaid or its components
affects the perceived coherence of a luminance test
plaid, while adapting to a luminance plaid or its com-
ponents affects the perceived coherence of a stereo-
scopic test plaid. This cross-domain adaptation between
the stereoscopic and luminance domains suggests that
the stereoscopic and luminance motion signals are inte-
grated by a common pattern–motion mechanism and
substrate. This, in turn, suggests that the stereoscopic
motion signals are computed early enough in the mo-
tion stream so as to feed into the same pattern–motion
mechanism as the luminance motion signals.
Accordingly, the present results may be placed within
the two-stage framework of plaid–motion processing
which was discussed in Section 1 (Movshon et al., 1985;
Movshon & Newsome, 1996). Recall that, at the first
Fig. 3. Post:pre-adaptation coherence ratios for the four conditions of
Experiment 3. These ratios are computed by dividing post-adaptation
coherence levels (expressed as a percentage) by pre-adaptation coher-
ence levels (also expressed as a percentage) from Experiment 1. These
ratios represent the proportional change in percentage coherence
resulting from adaptation. The horizontal line indicates the value
expected (i.e. a ratio of 1.00) if there is no adaptation effect. From
left to right, the conditions shown on the absissa are: luminance–
component adapt:stereo–plaid test, stereo–component adapt:lumi-
nance–plaid test, luminance–plaid adapt:stereo–plaid test, and
stereo–plaid adapt:luminance–plaid test. Each data point represents
an average of five observers. Error bars91 SEM.
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stage of processing, component–motion signals are
computed from the moving components of the plaid.
At the second stage, the component–motion signals are
integrated into a two-dimensional pattern–motion code
if conditions exist for integration; otherwise, compo-
nent–motion signals are processed separately at the
second stage. We propose to expand this framework to
encompass stereoscopic motion processing. That is, at
the first stage of processing, stereoscopic and luminance
component–motion signals are computed, and at the
second stage, the stereoscopic and luminance compo-
nent–motion signals are integrated into an inter-at-
tribute pattern–motion code by a common
pattern–motion mechanism.
In the present study, adaptation to the moving com-
ponents of a stereoscopic or luminance plaid increased
the perceived coherence of a stereoscopic or luminance
test plaid, possibly because such adaptation decreased
the sensitivity of the component–motion mechanisms
at the second stage of processing, which disinhibited the
pattern–motion mechanisms at that stage. Moreover,
adaptation to a moving stereoscopic or luminance plaid
decreased the perceived coherence of a stereoscopic test
plaid, possibly because such adaptation decreased the
sensitivity of the pattern–motion mechanisms at the
second stage, which disinhibited the component–mo-
tion mechanisms at that stage. This latter explanation
also applies to the case where adaptation to a moving
luminance plaid decreased the coherence of a luminance
test plaid.
However, adaptation to a moving stereoscopic plaid
increased the perceived coherence of a luminance test
plaid, a result that was inconsistent with a simple
two-stage model. According to that model, adaptation
to a stereoscopic plaid should have decreased the coher-
ence of a luminance test plaid because such adaptation
should have decreased the sensitivity of the pattern–
motion mechanisms at the second stage of processing,
an effect that did not occur. This anomalous finding
was our weakest effect and it is not readily explained.
Nonetheless, we offer an explanation below based upon
monocular feature tracking for which there is limited
evidence.
Adaptation to a stereoscopic plaid may have de-
creased the sensitivity of the pattern–motion mecha-
nisms at the second stage of processing which, in turn,
may have disinhibited some other luminance-domain
pattern–motion mechanism that was not directly af-
fected by adaptation to the stereoscopic plaid. This
luminance pattern–motion mechanism may have been
a monocular feature-tracking mechanism that com-
puted the movement of the intersections present in the
luminance plaid. This monocular feature-tracking
mechanism may have been unadapted by stereoscopic
motion and responsible for the increase in the perceived
coherence of the luminance test plaid. Thus, one coher-
ence mechanism (two-stage mechanism) may have ex-
hibited direct cross-domain adaptation, while another
coherence mechanism (monocular feature tracker) may
not have done so.
Evidence supporting the existence of a monocular
feature-tracking mechanism comes from Alais et al.
(1994), who found that the direction of the motion
aftereffect induced by adaptation to a moving lumi-
nance plaid was closer to the direction opposite the
trajectory of the plaid’s intersections than was the
aftereffect induced by alternate adaptation to the
plaid’s components. This effect was obtained only with
monocular viewing. These results suggested that adap-
tation of a monocular feature-tracking mechanism infl-
uenced the aftereffect in the plaid–adapt condition (due
to the presence of intersections) but not in the compo-
nent–adapt condition (no intersections). Moreover,
Heeley and Buchanan-Smith (1994) manipulated the
spatial frequency or temporal frequency of one compo-
nent of a luminance plaid to produce variation in plaid
direction, and found that changes in plaid direction
were discriminated even when the spatial or temporal
changes went undetected in the component when pre-
sented alone. Such results were predicted by a model of
plaid motion processing that encoded the displacements
of the plaid’s intersections. Other evidence for a monoc-
ular feature-tracking mechanism comes from Gorea
and Lorenceau (1991), Derrington and Badcock (1992),
Burke and Wenderoth (1993), Burke et al. (1994), Cox
and Derrington (1994), and Alais, van der Smagt,
Verstraten and van de Grind (1996)2.
It should be noted that there exist other frameworks
for plaid–motion processing other than the two-stage
model proposed by Movshon and colleagues. For ex-
ample, Vallortigara and Bressan (1991) proposed that
surface segmentation cues related to occlusion were
involved in the perception of coherence of moving
plaids. But regardless of the precise mechanism in-
volved in the perception of plaid coherence, the results
of the present study suggest that both stereoscopic and
luminance motion signals feed into that mechanism.
Turning now to the possible neurophysiology of
stereoscopic pattern–motion processing, consider the
following. Electrophysiological studies in monkeys (Al-
bright, 1984; Movshon et al., 1985; Movshon & New-
some, 1996; see also Wilson, Ferrera & Yo, 1992) found
that area MT was likely the area in which luminance
and texture pattern–motion analysis occurred. Further-
more, Maunsell and Van Essen (1983a,b) showed that
area MT contained many cells that were sensitive to
2 The idea of monocular feature tracking as discussed here assumes
that feature tracking is related to perceptual coherence. Yet, it is
possible that plaid coherence may be realized before feature tracking
is implemented. That is, plaid coherence and feature tracking may be
independent or serial processes.
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binocular disparity and motion. Finally, DeAngelis,
Cumming, and Newsome (1998) revealed that electrical
stimulation of disparity-tuned cells in area MT biased
monkeys’ depth judgments in a way predictable from
the disparity preference of the cells, hence behaviorally-
relevant signals for stereoscopic depth were present in
area MT. Together, these studies are consistent with the
speculation that an area in humans homologous to
monkey area MT may be the area in which stereoscopic
pattern–motion analysis occurs.
Given that stereoscopic motion signals are likely to
be computed prior to the pattern–motion level of anal-
ysis, in order to be available for interaction with lumi-
nance motion signals at that level of analysis,
stereoscopic motion signals are likely to be computed
prior to the level of area MT. For example, cells in the
thick cytochrome oxidase stripes of area V2 in monkeys
are known to be disparity-tuned and motion-selective
(DeYoe & Van Essen, 1985) and to project directly to
area MT (Maunsell & Van Essen, 1983a,b). Therefore,
cells in an area in humans homologous to monkey area
V2 may provide the substrate for stereoscopic motion
sensing, an idea suggested by Patterson (1999)3.
In summary, stereoscopic motion appears to be com-
puted by low-level special-purpose mechanisms located
early in motion processing. Because of this, models of
motion processing should be amended to include
stereoscopic motion sensing in parallel with luminance
and texture motion sensing at early levels of the motion
stream (Patterson, 1999).
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